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 Description  Postage and payments
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.

Back to Search Results | Listed in category: Musical Instruments > Keyboard/ Piano > Organ

Also Listed in: Antiques > Other Antiques

Watch this item

 

Rare 1770 Harmonium/Organ
Item condition: Used

Time left: 5h 43m 13s (17 Aug, 2010 19:31:57 BST)

Bid history:

Current bid: £72.00

Enter maximum
bid:

£

(Enter £74.00 or more)

Watch this item

Postage: Local pick up offered.  |  See all details
See P&P below.

Payments:

Returns:

 

Seller info

Other item info

Item number: 270620411638

Item location: Goole, East Riding of
Yorkshire, United Kingdom

Post to: Local pick up only

Share Print Report item

Last updated on 21:00:07 BST, 12 Aug, 2010 View all revisions

Up for auction is a fine example of a mid eighteenth century double-peddle operated '16 stop' Harmonium.

Enlarge

pickles2020 ( 235 )

100% Positive feedback

Ask a question

Save this seller

See other items

Place bid

Shop with confidence. Learn more

Item specifics
Condition: Used: An item that has been previously used. The item may have some signs of

cosmetic wear, but is fully ... Read more
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(circa 1770) By John W Reed and sons of London.

It was an ex-Weslian Chapple instrument, donated to the Parish church when the local chapple closed some years ago.

Is very well preserved asnd as you can see from the photo's is a truly stunning piece of furniture that would grace any room.

A once in a lifetime opportunity to buy this very rare item so don't miss out!

(minor fault) The left pedal needs a new strap as seen in pic, however this is a minor repair and otherwise works perfectly

Item must is very heavy and must be collected from the church

For further information about on the item please contact Ian on 07765123386

Thankyou for looking, Happy Bidding!

On 12-Aug-10 at 21:00:07 BST, seller added the following information:

Measurements

Height: 41inch, Width: 49inch, Depth: 30inch

00274
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